IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR DOCUMENT VERIFICATION/SKILL TEST/PHYSICAL TEST (WHEREVER APPLICABLE) SCHEDULED FROM 18-28 JANUARY 2020.

This is in continuation to the schedule for Document verification/Skill Test/Physical Test (Phase-II) hosted at ongcinindia.com on 14.01.2020 and mail received in this regard by the candidates.

1. All candidates are informed that in addition to the original documents along with one set of self-attested photocopy to be brought on the date of Document verification/Skill Test/Physical Test, candidates should also bring self-attested copy of Registration Slip and Admit Card.

2. Further, it is instructed that candidates shall NOT be allowed to carry their mobile phones and other electronic gadgets STRICTLY, repeat STRICTLY, inside the document verification hall and during skill test/physical test (wherever applicable).
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